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8. r REVISION 3. nivo - april 2020

Score

1. It's the most popular music in Brazil and comes from there.
salsa
raggae
samba rock
hip-hop

2. The Beatles had more hits than any other rock band.
True
False

3. What are the words that make up a song (in verse usually) called? – Lyrics (različen način zapisa, lahko s
piko)

4. Name 5 instruments that you see in the photo. PRIMER: (a) trumpet, (a) keyboard, (a) piano, drums, (a)

guitar

5. Mary wants to be the best singer in the world. She is very ...
talent ambitious

6. Do you know Tom Angle? He seems to be the most ... pop singer of all times. He has earned millions!
successfull successfully successful succesful succesfull

7. I have been saving money for years. I will buy a new car.
True
False

8. I can't go to the cinema with you on Friday evening.
I'll revise for the English test paper.
I am going to revising for the English test paper.
I revise for the English test paper.
I'm revising for the English test paper.

9.

If I find some time, I ...
go to the cinema next week.
'll go to the cinema next week.

10. I'll go for a walk tomorrow unless it doesn't rain.
True
False

11. Choose the correct question:
When does the train leave tomorrow?
When will the train leave tomorrow?
When is the train leaving tomorrow?
When is the train going to leave?

12. I think the music festival will be good.
True
False

13. It won't probably snow tomorrow.

True
False

14. Are you going to stay at the party? - Yes, ... = Yes, I am.

15. ''I must sell fifty tickets for the music concert. I don't know how to do it all by myself.'' What's your
response to your friend's problem?
Do you want me to help you?
Sure, no problem.
Can I do anything else to help?
That would be great.

16. This hit is good. I'm going to download ...
it
this
the hit
its

17. We like that singer, but our prediction is that he ...
isn't going to be famous. won't
be famous.

18. She might seem unusual but her songs have a ...
tune and good ... . short - popularity interesting - lyrics verse chorus catchy - beat

19. The song starts ... with Newman's fantastic voice and some
great keyboards!
up
on
off
down

20. Will you try such quizzes again? Why? PRIMER ODOVORA: Yes, because it is interesting.

